CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The political overthrow since January 2011 The political events which started a suicide action permuda named Mohammed Bouazizi (Tunisia) the political events of the early revival of the mass movement (people power) to rise against dictatorial regimes in most countries Arabic. The resurrection mass movement that ended following the beberarapa leader of the tyrant, starting from Tunisia, Zein Al-Abidin Ben Ali Ben Ali lost his control.

Tunisia has been held twice the general election (October 25, 2011 and October 26, 2014) Ben Ali's position is weak when facing political crisis or the resistance of its people. Ben Ali is no longer getting political support from Western countries that had become his ally. Tunisia already go a step further in the demokratisasinya Of the exposure in the previous chapters, the author can take the conclusion that required the emergence of other political actors who can take on the role as initiator democratization include General Election, Constitutional, The transition of Government in the country of Tunisia that has become a powerful political movement and discourse after The Arab Spring.